
Plural-Tastic!

SPaG | Apostrophes

1. Sort the words below into the table. The first ones have been done for you.

I can use possessive apostrophes with plurals. 

ponies’ flower’s child’s church’s children’s

city’s pony’s cities’ flowers’ churches’

Picture Singular (only one) Plural (more than one)

a) 
child’s children’s

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 



Plural-Tastic!

SPaG | Apostrophes

1. Write each word with a plural apostrophe for the definitions below.

a) Something/someone belonging to a group of children:                                                  

b) Something/someone belonging to a group of wolves:                                                    

c) Something/someone belonging to a group of ponies: 

d) Something/someone belonging to a group of boys:

e) Something/someone belonging to a group of houses:

Challenge:

2. Cross out the incorrect answers for these possessive apostrophes with plurals.

a) The thieve’s / thieves’ / thieves’s balaclavas were itchy.

b) The country’s / countrie’s / countries’ national anthems were played loudly.

c) The churches’ / churche’s / church’s vicars were very happy with the new choir.

d) The bushs’ / bushes’ / bush’es leaves were covered in pests.

I can use possessive apostrophes with plurals. 
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1. Write each word with a plural apostrophe for the definitions below. 

a) Something/someone belonging to a group of children:                                                  

b) Something/someone belonging to a group of wolves:                                                    

c) Something/someone belonging to a group of ponies: 

d) Something/someone belonging to a group of loaves:

e) Something/someone belonging to a group of boys:

f) Something/someone belonging to a group of girls:

g) Something/someone belonging to a group of babies: 

h) Something/someone belonging to a group of teachers:

i) Something/someone belonging to a group of houses:

j) Something/someone belonging to a group of heroes:

Challenge:

2. Write sentences to include the following possessive apostrophes with plurals.

a) thieves’

b) countries’

c) churches’

d) bushes’

I can use possessive apostrophes with plurals. 



     

Answers
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1. Sort the words below into the table. 

1. Write each word with a plural apostrophe for the definitions below. 

2. Cross out the incorrect answers for these possessive apostrophes with plurals.

1. Write each word with a plural apostrophe for the definitions below. 

a) children’s
b) wolves’
c) ponies’
d) boys’
e) houses’

a) children’s
b) wolves’
c) ponies’
d) loaves’
e) boys’
f) girls’
g) babies’
h) teachers’
i) houses’
j) heroes’

Apostrophes

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
e) 

Picture Singular (only one) Plural (more than one)

child’s children’s
church’s churches’
pony’s ponies’
flower’s flowers’
city’s cities’

a) The thieve’s / thieves’ / thieves’s balaclavas were itchy.
b) The country’s / countrie’s / countries’ national anthems were played loudly.
c) The churches’ / churche’s / church’s vicars were very happy with the new choir.
d) The bushs’ / bushes’ / bush’es leaves were covered in pests.


